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Outline

• d-isotopic quantum loop gases and dimer model 
implementations

• generalized RK points - Monte Carlo sampling for ground 
and excited states

• dimer model implementation on triangular lattice

• realization of extended Hubbard Hamiltonian approximate 
representation on surrounding Kagome lattice with trapped 
atoms/molecules



Exotic phases and critical points in lattice 
models of loops and string-nets:

• certain quantum loop gas models sit on 
quantum critical points that are related 
to a class of non-Abelian topological 
phases

Freedman, Nayak, Shtengel, Walker, Wang Ann. Phys 
310 428 (2004); Fendley, Fradkin PRB 72 024412 
(2005)

• string-net models can realize a variety of 
topological phases with Abelian and non-
Abelian quasi-particles 

Levin,Wen PRB 71 045110 (2005)



d-isotopic Quantum Loop Gases (QLG) I:
 (Freedman, Nayak, Shtengel, Walker, Zhang)

• Hilbert space of closed, non-
intersecting loops

• configurations related by isotopy are 
given equal weight

• configurations related by the addition 
of a contractible loop are given a 
relative weight of the parameter d

! [{!} ! "] = d! [{!}]



d-isotopic Quantum Loop Gases II:

• ground state:

• norm of the ground state wavefunction is equivalent to the 
partition function of the self-dual Potts Model and O(n) 
model:

• for                    , d-isotopic quantum loop gas (QLG) lives 
on a critical line with gapless              excitations

Freedman, Nayak, Shtengel PRL 94 147205 (2005); cond-mat/0508508
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d-isotopic Quantum Loop Gases III:

• the critical line has been conjectured to be described by 
the SU(2) analog of the critical U(1) gauge theory that is 
seen at the RK point on bipartite lattices  

• Rokhsar-Kivelson (RK) : V = t
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settles down to a nonzero value on the left of the transition,

at v/t!"0.25, whereas it scales to zero on the right, for
v/t!"0.15. The transition is located around v/t!"0.2,
where the scaling appears inconclusive. From this, we think

it is conservative to estimate the transition point between the

two phases to be located at v/t!"0.2#0.05.
We conclude this section by addressing potential system-

atic errors arising from the introduction of the discretization

in the stacking direction, since the mapping to the quantum

dimer model is exact in the continuum limit only.

In Fig. 5, we show the plots of mrms vs v/t for a system of
2304 sites using different couplings in the stacking direction,

K", thus varying # , at a fixed quantum temperature. It can be
seen that the transition sharpens up as # is increased, but

moves only little as # changes from 10 to 20. As the quan-

tum temperature is lowered by a factor of 2 at #!20, the
transition sharpens further but again does not move signifi-

cantly. These effects are therefore certainly within the error

bars we give for the value of the critcal v/t . The case of the
largest system we have studied $also displayed in Fig. 5%
clearly also falls into this range.

We note that the absence of finite-size effects at v!0,
upon increasing the number of layers, N, at fixed &C and L,

implies the existence of a gap in this part of the phase dia-
gram. This is not surprising since at that point, we are far

away from the phase transition, which is first order at any

rate. However, this observation makes the existence of a gap-

less excitation at this point, suggested in Ref. 13, seem rather

unlikely. More generally, our results fit snugly into the ex-

pectations from the height representation analysis as well the

analysis of the transverse field Ising models $see below as

well% and so there seems little doubt that the analysis in Ref.
13 is flawed.

V. PHASE DIAGRAM

The phase diagram we have thus obtained is depicted in

Fig. 6. The columnar-plaquette phase transition is of first

order, whereas the one at the RK point is a second-order one,

albeit with the somewhat peculiar feature that, coming from

the right, it appears to be first order as no fluctuations are

visible leading up to the critical point. However, coming

from the left, a gap closes, giving rise to the gapless resonon

excitations.1

There are a number of theoretical reasons which lead us to

conclude that the transition from plaquette to columnar VBS

is first order, as the simulations suggest. Within the frame-

work of the Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson theory,15 the critical

point corresponds to the vanishing of the coefficent of the

sixfold clock term, so that the system could in principle fluc-

tuate between all the degenerate XY states $including the
columnar and plaquette ones% without encountering any bar-
riers. However, higher ‘‘harmonics’’ $clock terms% will pre-
sumably come into play as they are unlikely to vanish at

exactly the same point as the leading one; it is these which

will prevent the barriers between the plaquette and columnar

state from vanishing.

Further, we note that the symmetry groups of the two

VBS’s are not such that one of them is a subgroup of another,

which would be a criterion within Landau theory for a con-

tinuous transition. This is in fact a somewhat subtle point as

both phases break translational symmetry and retain a sixfold

rotational symmetry. However, when trying to form domains

of one phase within another, it turns out that the centers of

rotational symmetry lie in distinct places for the two phases.

This point, incidentally, is somewhat simpler in the square

lattice, where the columnar phase breaks translational sym-

metry in one direction and also rotational symmetry, whereas

the plaquette phase breaks translational symmetry in both

directions but retains a fourfold rotational symmetry.

VI. STACKED MAGNETS

Our simulations apply equivalently to the hexagonal

dimer model and to the stacked triangular magnets. We

FIG. 4. Scaling of mrms as a function of L
"1, the inverse of the

linear system size. &Qt!0.083, #!10.

FIG. 5. Development of mrms as a function of # and &Q . The

dashed line is for 5184 sites; the others are for 2304 sites. Reducing

the discretization error $increasing #% and lowering the quantum
temperature $increasing N) sharpen up the transition.

FIG. 6. Phase diagram of the quantum dimer model on the hex-

agonal lattice. The nature of the ordered phases is indicated above

the axis.
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RK point in dimer models: 

• bipartite lattices:  

• the Rokhsar-Kivelson (RK) (V = t)
point is described by a critical U(1) 
gauge theory

• non-bipartite lattices:

• RK point is adjacent to a 
topological phase described by Z2 
gauge theory
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FIG. 2. Results of quantum Monte Carlo simulations of
DA!px", the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the
dimer-dimer correlation function along the x axis for dimers
oriented at 45± to it, for 36 3 36 sites. The abscissa px runs
from 0 (center) to p on both panels. Left panel: DA!px"
for different values of y#t at T#t ! 0.033 (arbitrary units).
DA!px" remains close to the broad and featureless classical
result (crosses) down to y#t ! 2#3 at least (solid curves).
At lower values of y#t (dashed curves), short range order
consistent with a

p
12 3

p
12 pattern arises. Right panel:

temperature dependence of DA!px". For points in the RVB
phase (y#t ! 0.9 is shown), no dependence is discernible.
At y#t ! 1.08 (scaled down by a factor of 10 relative to
y#t ! 0.9), a Bragg peak corresponding to the staggered
phase (Fig. 2) is visible at the three low temperatures (curves
indistinguishable). As the temperature is raised to T#t ! 0.26,
the system enters the RVB phase. Inset: Phase diagram of the
quantum dimer model on the triangular lattice.

Staggered phase, y . t.—For y . t the lower bound
derived previously implies E0 $ 0. As the staggered states
are zero energy eigenstates of Ĥ they are the ground states
in this range. This is similar to what happens in the square
lattice problem, but the degeneracy is much lower in our
problem [O!L0" vs O!L"] and the exactness of the states
is here a consequence of dynamics rather than topology as
mentioned earlier.

An interesting consequence of this last observation is
that the excitation gap is O!L0" in system size for the stag-
gered phase [20]. At y#t ! `, the lowest energy excita-
tions are the four dimer loop rearrangement of Fig. 1. At
finite but large y#t, these get dressed by additional pla-
quette flips and acquire a dispersion. This branch of soli-
tons is expected, by continuity, to be the relevant set of low
energy excitations in the staggered phase even close to the
RK point.

Columnar phase, 2y ¿ t.—To complete the phase
diagram, we move leftwards from the RVB phase in Fig. 2,
turning first to the extreme case y#t ! 2`. In this limit,
the kinetic term T̂ is disregarded, and the ground states are
the maximally flippable states, i.e., those states jc$ with
maximal nfl!c".

All maximally flippable states, whose number is expo-
nential in L, can be obtained by carrying out any number
of operations of either type A or type B on the particu-
lar maximally flippable (“columnar”) state as depicted in
Fig. 1. Pairs of operations of either type as well as global
translations and rotations can be shown to be generated
by local plaquette flips, whereas a single A or B operation
generates a state in one of the other three sectors.

Turning to the case of large but finite 2y#t, we con-
struct a perturbation theory using the small parameter t#y.
Since any two maximally flippable states differ in at least
O!L" dimers, the degenerate perturbation theory is diago-
nal at any finite order. The energy shift of a state jc$ at
order 2n depends on the number of flippable plaquettes,
nfl!c0", of the states jc0$ which can be reached from jc$ by
at most n plaquette flips.

The result of this perturbation theory is a striking ex-
ample of the phenomenon of quantum “order by disor-
der”—we find that it selects the columnar state (Fig. 1).
States obtained by operations of types A and B are disfa-
vored at 4th and 6th order, respectively.

Transverse field Ising point, y ! 0.—Together with
Chandra [9], we have recently shown that there exists an
exact correspondence between the quantum dimer model at
y ! 0, and the fully frustrated transverse field Ising model
(FFTFIM) on the dual hexagonal lattice at fields G much
smaller than the magnitude of the exchange J [21]. In this
limit, the quantum ground state is constructed entirely out
of the ground states of the classical frustrated model and
the latter are (up to Ising degeneracy) in unique correspon-
dence with dimer coverings of its dual, triangular, lattice.
In our analysis we found evidence for a low temperature
crystalline “

p
12 3

p
12” phase exhibiting, in dimer lan-

guage, a triangular superlattice with a 12 site unit cell; this
phase should persist in a neighborhood of y ! 0 (Fig. 2),
but the ordering we observe numerically is not conclusive.

Spinons.—As noted before, the RVB phase has a gap to
collective excitations. That is also true of the crystalline
phases. Also of interest is the question of confinement
for spinons — the gapped spin 1#2 excitations produced
by breaking a valence bond. In the dimer model, these
are represented by monomers or holons that carry a spin
and so the questions of holon and spinon confinement are
identical. This question is most easily addressed by con-
sidering the free energies of states in which two monomers
are held a fixed distance apart. At high temperatures, this
is again a classical computation [17] and it is clear that
the spinons are deconfined on the triangular lattice [22].
The contrast with the square lattice is again instructive, for
there the spinons are confined at high temperatures. (How-
ever, the confinement is very weak, only logarithmic [17],
which explains why the more disordered triangular lattice
does not confine.) At T ! 0 one can readily show that the
state with an equal amplitude sum over dimer configura-
tions with two spinons localized a fixed distance apart is
an eigenstate at the RK point with an energy independent

1883
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d-isotopic Quantum Loop Gases III:

• the d-isotopy condition is related to the Wilson loop algebra 
of doubled SU(2)k Chern-Simons theories for particular 
values of d

• has been conjectured that there may be proximate phases 
with related topological order

Freedman, Nayak, Shtengel PRL 94, 147205 (2005)
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d-isotopic QLG’s as generalized RK points:

• the square norm of the ground state wave function is 
equivalent to the partition function of the classical 
model 

• exact zero energy ground state is a superposition of 
classical configurations (e. g., a dimer or loop covering of 
the lattice)

• each classical configuration is weighted by the square 
root of the Boltzmann weight of a corresponding 
classical model

• this point may be an isolated quantum critical point, or 
adjacent to a related phase (topological?)



Strategy for study of topological phases 
and related critical points in microscopic 

lattice models

1. characterize ground state and excitations of d-isotopic 
QLG at generalized RK points 

• classical Monte Carlo

2. look at effects of perturbations (e.g., loop surgeries...), 
opening of gap, nature of excitations ...

• quantum Monte Carlo 

3. use dimer Hamiltonian on triangular lattice that has an 
extended Hubbard Hamiltonian approximation on 
surrounding Kagome lattice (Freedman, Nayak, Shtengel PRL 94, 
066401 (2005))



Quantum dynamics from classical 
Monte Carlo I
C. L. Henley, J Phys Cond Mat 16, S891 (2004) 

classical partition function:
K=1/T

RK Hamiltonian:

exact zero energy ground state:
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Quantum dynamics from classical 
Monte Carlo II

• master eqn:

• similarity transform:

• eigenvalues of the classical MC master equation are 
proportional to the eigenvalues of the quantum 
Hamiltonian

dp!

d!
(!) = W!" p" (!) W!" = min

!
1, e!K(Ecl

! !Ecl
" )

"

W!! ! "
#

" "=!
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Quantum dynamics from classical 
Monte Carlo III

• sampling the classical model related to the quantum ground 
state => sampling the quantum ground state

• low lying excitations of the quantum Hamiltonian can be 
extracted from dynamic correlation functions of a classical 
Metropolis walk that samples the exact GS using the 
quantum dynamics:

C (k, !) ! e!!(k)!

C (|i! j|, !) " #O†
i (!) Oj (0)$



Dimer model implementation of d-isotopic 
quantum loop gas (QLG)

• Hilbert space: fully packed dimer 
coverings of the triangular lattice

• red bonds are a fixed background 
dimerization -- transition graph 
with dimer covering forms fully 
packed loop covering

• dimers living on red bonds are 
considered minimal loops with 
length 2

Freedman, Nayak, Shtengel PRL 94, 066401 (2005)



Dimer model QLG dynamics

• Plaquette flips correspond 
to isotopy (1), d-isotopy 
(2,3,4), and surgery (0)
moves

• Surgeries (0) are forbidden; 
for ergodicity in a single 
winding sector three and 
four dimer moves (3,4) are 
needed
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(2)

(3)
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• fine tuned to the RK line (           ) of loop gas Hamiltonian, 
such that the zero energy ground state is a d-isotopic QLG

• one parameter (d) class of Hamiltonians

• d=1 w/surgeries corresponds to RK point of the pure 
triangular lattice dimer model

•        are smallness parameters that do not affect the GS

Dimer model Hamiltonian

t = V

(!1, !2)

Freedman, Nayak, Shtengel PRL 94, 066401 (2005); cond-mat/0309120
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Numerical methods

• Metropolis sampling of the ground state wavefunction

• loop dynamics are critical => inefficient sampling

• pure dimer dynamics (i.e., with surgeries) on triangular 
lattice are not critical, can be used for more efficient 
sampling of ground state

• non-local moves can also be used

• low-lying excitations can be extracted from the dynamic 
correlation function (classical sampling corresponding to 
quantum Hamiltonian) evaluated at generalized RK points 
with loop dynamics (surgeries switched off during 
averaging)



d-isotopic ground state calculations:
Global Properties
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- transition from longer to shorter loops on average as d increases
- dimers on red bonds are minimal loops, dominate at large d



•  parallel dimer-dimer 
correlations from a red site:

• red bonds occur at 

• residual ordering on red 
bonds persists for

• no correlations to black 
bonds, even where finite 
black occupation persists

d-isotopic ground state calculations:
Correlation Functions
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d-isotopic ground state calculations:
Loop Statistics

total length of all loops = 2N (N dimers)
for smaller d, broad plateau over large range of length scales emerges
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• at all d, exponentially decaying peak 
at short lengths persists

• can fit and subtract “short” 
loops under exponential

• finite fraction of lattice is covered in 
“long” loops for smaller d

• width of short loop exponential 
decay depends on d (width 
decreases, peak increases for large 
d)

d-isotopic ground state calculations:
“Long” vs. “Short” loops
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Future work:
• static intra-loop correlation functions (critical exponents); 

fractal dimension ...

• imaginary time dynamics of loop gas at generalized RK 
points  ->  excitations (dispersion, gap ...) 

• test consistency with conjectured SU(2) gauge theory 

• add perturbations to Hamiltonian, use Quantum Monte 
Carlo instead of Metropolis walks 

• look at neighboring phases, ground and excited states - 
topological?

• effects of disorder 

• restore criticality for large d values?

• other loop models



Extended Hubbard model representation of QLG

The QLG dimer model can be
effectively implemented by a
Hubbard-like Hamiltonian on a
Kagome lattice
(cond-mat/0309120)

Complicated Hamiltonian,
interactions not easy to implement

Need anisotropic interactions, with
very specific ranges

We are investigating optical lattice
implementations

2

FIG. 1: Kagomé lattice K with the special sublattices R (depicted

red) and G (green).

being next-nearest neighbours on one of the straight lines).

We allow for the possibility of inhomogeneity so not all Vi j
are assumed equal. Specifically, define vcab = Vi j where a is

the color of site (i), b is the colour of ( j), and c is the colour
of the site between them. In the lattice in Fig. 1 we have, pos-

sibly distinct, v
g
bb, v

b
bb, v

g
bg, v

b
rb, and v

b
rg, where r ! R , g ! G ,

and b ! B = K !(R "G ). ti j is the usual nearest-neighbour
tunnelling amplitude which is also assumed to depend only on

the colour of the environment: ti j # tcab where c now refers to

the colour of the third site in a triangle. Finally, “Ring” is a

ring exchange term – an additional kinetic energy term which

we add to the Hamiltonian on an ad hoc basis to allow cor-

related multi-particle hops which “shift” particles along some

closed paths (see more on this term below). Ring exchange

terms can be justified semiclassically, but are not generally in-

cluded as bare terms in the Hubbardmodel49. In models B and

D we remove the Ring term at the expense of complicating

the sublattice R (and thus the interactions) with the addition

of several new colors.

The onsite Hubbard energy U0 is considered to be the

biggest energy in the problem, and we shall set it to infin-

ity, thereby restricting our attention to the low-energy mani-

fold with sites either unoccupied or singly-occupied. The rest

of the energies satisfy the following relations: U $ ti j,Vi j,µi;
we shall be more specific about relations between various ti j’s,

Vi j’s and µi’s later.

We are particularly interested in the 1/6-filled case (i.e.

Np # !i ni = N/6, where N is the number of sites in the lat-
tice). The lowest-energy band then consists of configurations

in which there is exactly one particle per hexagon, hence all

U-terms are set to zero. (One example of such a configura-

tion is given by particles occupying all sites of sublattice R .)

These states are easier to visualise if we consider a triangular

lattice T whose sites coincide with the centers of hexagons of

K . (K is a surrounding lattice for T .) Then a particle on K

is represented by a dimer on T connecting the centers of two

adjacent hexagons of K . The condition of one particle per

hexagon translates into the requirement that no dimers share a

site. In the 1/6-filled case this low-energy manifold coincides

with the set of all dimer coverings (perfect matchings) of T .

The “red” bonds of T (the ones corresponding to the sites of

sublattice R ) themselves form one such dimer covering, a so-

called “staggered configuration”. This particular covering is

special: it contains no “flippable plaquettes”, or rhombi with

two opposing sides occupied by dimers (see Fig. 2).

FIG. 2: Triangular lattice T obtained from K by connecting the

centers of adjacent hexagons. The bonds corresponding to the special

sublattices R and G are shown in red and green correspondingly. See

text for more on bond color-coding. Triangles with one red side are

shaded as guide to the eyes: these triangles will be essential for the

dynamics of our models.

So henceforth particles live on bonds of the triangular lat-

tice (Fig. 2) and are represented as dimers50. In particular, a

particle hop corresponds to a dimer “pivoting” by 60% around
one of its endpoints, Vi j = vcab is now a potential energy of

two parallel dimers on two opposite sides of a rhombus (with

c being the color of its short diagonal).

From the relation to dimer coverings exhibited above, it is

clear that our model is in the same family as the quantum

dimer model35, which has recently been shown to have an

abelian topological phase on the triangular lattice17 which, in

the notation of this paper, is DK1. Here, we show how other

values of k can be obtained.

The goal now is to derive the effective Hamiltonian acting

on this low-energy manifold represented by all possible dimer

coverings of T . Our analysis is perturbative in t/U =: ".
The initial, unperturbed ground state manifold forU0 = #,

U large and positive, all ti j, Vi j = 0 and all µi equal is spanned
by the dimerizationsD of the triangular lattice T . As we grad-

ually turn on the t’s, v’s, and Ring terms, we shall see what

equations they should satisfy so that the effective Hamiltonian

on D has the desired space Vd as its ground state manifold

(GSM).

Since a single tunnelling event in D always leads to dimer

“collisions” (two dimers sharing an endpoint) with energy

penaltyU , the lowest order at which the tunnelling processes

contribute to the effective low-energy Hamiltonian is 2. At

this order, the tunnelling term leads to two-dimer “plaquette

flips” as well as renormalisation of bare onsite potentials µi’s

due to dimers pivoting out of their positions and back. We

always recompute bare potentials µi’s to maintain equality up

to errors O ("3) among the renormalized !µi’s. This freedom to
engineer the chemical potential landscape to balance kinetic

energy is essential to finding our “exactly soluble point” in the

model. Before we derive the constraints which we encounter

in tuning the ground state manifold (GSM) to Vd , we must

first explain Vd and how we map it to dimer coverings.

H =
X

i

µi ni + U0

X
i

n2
i + U

X
〈i,j〉∈7

ni nj

+
X

〈i,j〉∈./

Vijni nj −
X
〈i,j〉

tij

“
c
†
i cj + c

†
j ci

”



Neutral atom implementation

particle = atom in state |B〉, vacancy = atom in state |A〉
effective tunneling: atoms switching places, ∼ a†1b

†
2a2b1

Hexagon interaction: State-selective tunneling by state-|B〉
atoms to auxiliary site in center of hexagon, virtual interaction
⇒ energy penalty

Bowtie interaction: Similar to hexagon interaction, virtual
interaction at auxiliary site above every regular site

Problems: leakage, virtual interactions via auxiliary sites very
weak



Spin-spin coupling with dipolar molecules

Localized dipolar molecules2. Two Polar Molecules: dipole – dipole interaction

• interaction of two molecules features of dipole-dipole interaction

! long range ~1/R3

! angular dependence

! strong! (temperature requirements)!!! !
"""!"

"
#!$ "

"
" !#"$ #"$!"

"
#

%$&'

repulsion attraction

vs

… combining 1+2: engineering spin – spin interactions

microwave microwave
spin-rotation

coupling

spin-rotation

coupling

dipole-dipole:

anisotropic + long range 

effective spin-spin coupling

Can implement arbitrary (almost, maybe) spin models using
dipolar molecules in optical lattices (Micheli et al., Nature
Physics 2, 341 (2006))

Use diatomic molecules with permanent dipole moment and
one net electron spin (e.g. alkali-earth monohalides)

Create effective spin-spin coupling through intramolecular
spin-rotation and intermolecular dipole-dipole coupling



Hamiltonians for dipolar molecules and electron spin

Single molecule: rotational energy and spin-orbit coupling

Hi = BN2
i + γNi · Si

Two molecules: dipole-dipole coupling

Hdd = − d2

3r3

(
D+

1 D−
2 + D−

1 D+
2 + 2Dz

1Dz
2

)
Couples rotational states of the two molecules

Ground state, (N1 + N2)
2 = 0: No net dipole moment, only

weak interaction to second order, ∼ 1/r6



Dipole coupling in Ntot = 1 subspace

Hamiltonian can be diagonalized
analytically

Interaction between two molecules
∼ 1/r3 obtained with laser tuned
close to an Ntot = 1 level

Spin-orbit coupling results in
effective laser-induced spin-spin
coupling between electron spins
(selectively distance dependent)

Heff =
∑

i,f ,λ(r)

〈gf |Vlas |λ(r)〉 〈λ(r)|Vlas |gi 〉
~ω − E (λ(r))

|gf 〉 〈gi |

−→ ~|Ω|
8

3∑
α,β=0

σα
1 Aαβσβ

2 for each intermediate level |λ(r)〉



Extended Hubbard model with spins

Represent particle present by |↑〉,
absence by |↓〉
Tunneling through Sy

1 Sy
2 + Sz

1 Sz
2

spin-swap

Repulsive interactions between
particles through (Sx

1 +1/2)(Sx
2 +1/2)

(Works well for bowties and most hexagon

sites, but not for furthest hexagon site)

Add spins at auxiliary sites; but
interactions must be non-symmetric
(must use different molecules or
magnetic fields)

• “bow-tie” repulsions are generated by 

anti-ferromagnetic interactions at the 

appropriate radius

-                               interaction 

penalizes two spin ups but not two 

spin downs

• hexagon repulsions are generated 

with similar anti-ferromagnetic 

interactions

- however requires a yet to be 

determined auxiliary interaction to 

reach across hexagon

Optical Lattice Implementation of the Extended 
Hubbard Model: 

Polar Molecules
(Jan Korsbakken)

auxiliary interactions w/center site

                          interactions w/lattice sites
!
!z

1 + 1
2

" !
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2 + 1
2
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1 + 1
2
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Polar Molecules
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Summary

• QLG simulation via classical Monte Carlo at generalized RK 
points

• ground state loop properties easily accessible

• excitations in progress ...

• extension to perturbed QLG’s with QMC

• implementation of extended Hubbard approximation to 
lattice QLG with trapped dipolar molecules




